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The Hagedorn Spectrum

• The Hagedorn spectrum refers to a hadronic

spectrum in which the number of hadrons with 

mass less then m grows exponentially with m: 

N(m)~m-2b exp(m/TH) , where TH , the Hagedorn

temperature is a mass parameter.  

• It has been argued that hadrons have a 
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Prehistory

• Modern string theory grew out of the failed attempt to 
treat strong interactions as a string theory.

• While the approach had various phenomenological 
successes, it was ultimately abandoned  as the 
fundamental theory of strong interactions.
– Phenomenological issues (a pesky massless spin-2 meson 

etc.)

– Theoretical consistency (negative norm states, tachyons)

– Emergence of QCD as a viable field theory for strong 
interactions
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Phenomenological successes of 

the hadronic string picture

• String theories naturally give rise to Regge

trajectories with MJ
2=J mo

2

• String theories naturally give rise to a Hagedorn

spectrum for the density of hadrons:

N(m)~m-2B exp(M/TH) , where N(m) is the 

number of hadrons with mass less than m & TH , 

the Hagedorn temperature is a mass parameter 

– Thermodynamically TH corresponds to an upper 
bound on the temperature of hadronic matter.
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There is some phenomenological 

support  for both of these

• Regge trajectories with MJ
2=J mo.

Get data from 

the PARTICLE 

DATA BOOK
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Thermodynamically TH corresponds to an 
upper bound on the temperature of 
hadronic matter.

– This follows from any statistical treatment 

assuming non-interacting hadrons

• At T> TH the energy density diverges 
implying the temperature cannot be 
achieved

– The QCD phase transition thus is thought to 

occur for temperatures at or below TH .
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QCD Strings

• Theoretical side:

– Strings are thought to emerge in QCD as flux tubes.

• Some theory reasons why an area law for Wilson loops may 
be expected (eg. strong coupling limit, but is it relevant?)

• Lattice evidence in quenched QCD for static flux tubes

– This evidence is essentially static

• In a real sense this is not a real probe of the hadronic string 
which is essentially dynamic.

• Key issue is to find ways to probe the dynamics of a stringy 
picture of QCD.  Hadron spectroscopy does this.
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Phenomenology and QCD Strings

• Hadronic strings are thought to emerge in QCD 

as flux tubes only for highly excited states.  

– Picture becomes valid when excitations are high 

enough so that the length of the flux tube is much 
bigger than its width and string motion dominates

– Dynamics of flux tubes give excitation spectrum of 
hadrons.

• Mesons are open strings.

• Glueballs are closed strings.

q
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• Flux tubes in QCD are only a sensible 

description for highly excited states. 

– Restriction to highly excited states critical on the 

stringy side as well

– Naïve string theory in four dimensions is diseased

• Tachyons

• Massless tensors

– However these diseased states are low-lying

– One might hope that a theory which approaches a 

string theory in four dimensions might work for highly 
excited states 
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The Large Nc Limit and QCD Strings

• Phenomenology and theory of QCD strings are 

both only clean at large Nc.  

– Argument that TH is upper bound  for hadronic matter 

depends on non-interacting hadrons---true at large Nc

– Spectral results for hadrons (Regge, Hagedorn) depend 

on hadron masses which are well defined if decays are 
suppressed.

• Meson & glueball widths are suppressed  at large as 
Nc

-1 and Nc
-2 respectively.

– Flux tubes break due to the creation of quark-antiquark

pairs.  This destroys a simple string picture.

• This is suppressed by a factor of 1/Nc.
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Rate of string breaking

c

body
N

m
m

σΛ
Γ − ~)(2

(Casher, Neuberger, Nussinov

1979)

Proportional to mass and inversely 

with Nc
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What features of a string spectrum do we expect if 

large Nc QCD is “stringlike” for high excitations?

– An approximate Regge spectrum

• MJ
2= J M0

2

– An approximate Hagedorn spectrum

• Exponentially growing spectrum

• Density of hadrons goes to infinity exponentially in 
the energy  (up to power law corrections)

Does the spectrum of large Nc QCD 

behave this way?
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Does the hadron spectrum of large Nc QCD approach 

that of a  string theory for highly excited states?

• This is a well-posed question (or more 

precisely can be made into one) and thus in 
principle is testable.

– There is a potential issue in ordering of limits

mhadron→ ¶ Nc→ ¶

• Idea is supposed to work at high enough 

mass so that tube “looks” string-like.

– Assume here that Nc→ ¶ limit taken first so 

stringy description survives for high lying 

states.
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How can you tell?

• The folklore is that QCD (and all confining 

theories) will have a Hagedorn spectrum with an 

exponentially growing number of hadrons  

• So far as I know this folklore is based on the 

notion that QCD does become an effective string 

theory.  

– I know of no previous demonstration from within QCD 

that is in fact true.

– Thus a key issue is how can you tell if large Nc QCD 

really does behave this way.
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• While I know of no obvious way to show that 

QCD has a Regge spectrum, there are ways to 

show that QCD is consistent with a Hagedorn

spectrum

– Theoretical Argument

• Need some relatively standard assumptions 

• Within these assumptions it is possible to demonstrate that 
the N(m) grows exponentially.

– Thermodynamics of QCD’s metastable phase (which 

exists at large Nc)  which are testable on the lattice.  
TDC Phys. Lett B 636 (2006) 81.
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• Theoretical inputs:

– Confinement (in the sense of only color neutral states 

in the physical space).

– Asymptotic freedom.

– A plausible assumption about the onset of 
perturbation theory

• Motivated via Witten’s  1979 argument for 

showing that at large Nc there are an infinite 

number of mesons/glueballs with any quantum 

number
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Witten’s  argument:

Consider a zero momentum correlation function of a  local color 

singlet operator J of dimension D and which at large Nc is “ color 

indivisible” in having a single color trace.  For simplicity consider a 

scalar.
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• Basic idea: use a similar type of reasoning 
by used to show that QCD and related 
theories at large Nc does indeed have a 
Hagedorn spectrum.

• Note that this argument shows that 
important qualitative features of the 
spectrum can be deduced from correlation 
functions in the asymptotically free  
(perturbative regime)
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Sufficient conditions for a Hagedorn spectrum

• Goal is to show that a Hagedorn spectrum 

really exists in large Nc QCD and its cousins.

– A rigorous mathematical theorem is NOT 

derived

– However it can be shown that a Hagedorn

spectrum must arise if certain assumptions we 

commonly make about correlation functions are 

correct.  These involve the applicability of 

perturbation theory to short distance correlators.

TDC arXiv:0901.0494



• The critical thing is that the derivation does 
NOT 

– Require any explicit assumption that the 
dynamics of QCD is “string-like”---thus it acts as 
an independent check on the assumption that 
QCD becomes stringy

– Exploit in any way the notion of confinement as 
an unbroken center symmetry

• It does exploit the notion of confinement as 
the requirement that all physical states be 
color singlet.
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• The derivation

– Exploits a tension between confinement (in the 

sense of no isolated physical states) with 

asymptotic freedom

– Assumes a bound on the correction to the leading 

the perturbative expression for the short-distance 

behavior of a class of correlation functions.

– Uses the exponential growth in the number of 

currents (of a certain type) with mass dimension
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• The key ingredient: a matrix of correlators in 

(Euclidean) configuration space for a set of single-

color-trace currents which (for simplicity) will be 

taken to scalars & pseudoscalars
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Fact that currents only make single meson states 

follows from  large Nc planarity + confinement (in the 

sense of only singlet states) for single color trace 

operators
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A useful lemma
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Follows from the preceding form + basic properties of the scalar

propagator, ∆, and the Log structure.

Form  should be familiar to anybody trying to extract excited 

hadron masses from the lattice.
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We need to find sets of operators satisfying 

these two conditions
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A useful set of currents for QCD with fundamental 

quarks:

Color octet at large Nc

Single color trace
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conditions needed for a Hagedorn spectrum
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A  contribution to a typical non-zero 

(diagonal) correlator asymptotically
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For sufficiently small r theory acts asymptotically free and 

correlation functions are given by their free field values; 



An off-diagonal correlator vanishes 

asymptotically
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Thus ΠΠΠΠ is diagonal and easy to compute---indeed each 

diagonal ME can be determined by dimensional analysis.
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a number ρ such that for all n>n0 and all r<r0
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At first sight this may appear to be trivially true, provided 

that perturbation theory is applicable at small r.  However 

there is a subtlety---the value of r at which the perturbative

corrections become small cannot shrink with n.

Generically you might expect this not to be true due to 

combinatoric factors which grow with n.
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Condition for a Hagedorn Spectrum:  there exists 

a number ρ such that for all n>n0 and all r<r0

r
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Fortunately, the planarity of the large Nc limit (which is 

taken first!) greatly restricts the combinatorics.  

This plus the point-to-point nature of the correlator---

which implies that the contributions of interactions 

factorize and the logarithmic nature of the relevant quanity

ensures that working up to any fixed order in RG 

improved perturbation theory all perturbative contributions 

to R(r,n) are linear in n (or slower).  
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The upshot: up to any order, l ,in perturbation 

theory for all n>l
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2) is monotonically decreasing, for 

small enough r it will be dominated by the first 

term in the expansion---independently of n. 

This is the condition for a Hagedorn spectrum!!!
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A Hagedorn spectrum has been demonstrated

• Demonstration depends, however, on the 
applicability of pertrubation theory for 
correlation functions at short distance.

• This assumption is completely standard---
however it is not mathematically rigorous.
– The asymptotic nature of the perturbative

expansion makes it very difficult to strengthen 
this argument into a rigorous theorem

– This is hardly surprising: truly rigorous results 
in QCD are very rare.   Asymptotic freedom 
has never been proved rigorously
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• Leading non-perturbative effects in an 
OPE factorize in similar ways and do not 
affect the conclusion.

• This assumption is not invented for the 
purpose of showing a Hagedorn spectrum.

– No explicit assumption about stringy 

dynamics is made.

– Confinement is only assumed in the sense 

that all physical states are color singlets. No 
explict assumptions made about area law 
of Wilson loops or unbroken center 

symmetry.
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Variations on a theme

• Analogous arguments can be used to show 
an exponentially growing spectrum in large 
Nc QCD 

– For mesons with non-scalar quantum numbers

• Modify the dispersion relation; still build currents with 
insertions of scalar and pseudscalar pairs

– For glueballs

• Operators are traces of products O≤ operators.  Since 

the trace is cyclic the number of operators does not 
grow as 2n.   It does grow exponentially however.  The 

number of operators is (2n +2n -2)/n for n prime; and 

larger otherwise*.  This is sufficient.

*I thank Michael Cohen for pointing this out
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• Analogous arguments can be used to show a 
Hagedorn spectrum for other QCD-like 
theories
– Pure gauge theories

– Theories with fermions in other representations 
(adjoint, symmetric 2 index, anti-symmetric 2 
index)

– Theories with other gauge groups.

– Theories in other dimensions greater then 
1+1(there are some subtleties here)

– QCD with adjoint fermions  in 1+1 (using fermion
bilinears as O≤ —these still involve a single color 
trace)
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What does this teach us?

• Helps confirm what we already believed---
that highly excited states in large Nc QCD 
look stringy

– The evidence for this only involve aspects of 

QCD which are superficially quite removed from 

the issue of stringy dynamics

• May give some insight into the nature of 
confinement.
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What is confinement?

• There are two distinct notions of confinement 

– The idea that all physically isolated states are color 
singlets

– Unbroken center (Zn) symmetry; area law for 
Wilson loop

• The first notion is what we mean when we say 
that QCD is confining

• The second applies to a cartoon world

– Doesn’t apply to real QCD with 3 colors and 2½
light flavors

– Where it does apply, it allows the use of the 
Polyakov line as an order parameter for 
confinement/ deconfinement transition.
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The argument given here for a Hagedorn spectrum does
require confinement in the sense of no colored physical 
states it does NOT use center symmetry in any explicit 
way

Real QCD does not have a center symmetry, due to the 
influence of quarks.  However, as it happens quark 
effects are suppressed at large Nc.  At large Nc, there is 
an emergent center symmetry.

Does a Hagedorn spectrum require confinement in the 
sense of an unbroken center symmetry---albeit an 
emergent symmetry at large Nc?



What systems must have a Hagedorn
spectrum?

• The present argument applies for: 

– Pure gauge theory 

• This has a manifest center symmetry

– QCD with quarks in the adjoint representation 

• This has a manifest center symmetry

– QCD with quarks in the fundamental representation  

• This does NOT have a manifest center symmetry.

• But there is an obvious emergent center symmetry  since at 

large Nc quarks don’t matter
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• What about the Veneziano limit:

Nc→¶ , Nf→¶ , Nc/Nf fixed for quarks in the 

fundamental representation

– Theory has no center symmetry and no apparent 

emergent center symmetry

– However

• Mesons are not narrow in this limit

Γ∼ Nf /Nc~ O(1)

• Glueballs are not narrow in this limit

~ O(1)22 /~ cf NNΓ
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are narrow.  

– Masses are not well-defined at large Nc and 

thus Hagedorn spectrum does not exist.
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• Thus for all case we know a Hagedorn
spectrum is always associated with an 
explicit or emergent center symmetry.

• Is there a theorem lurking somewhere that 
this must be true?

• Does this sat something deep about 
confinement---at least of the cartoon 
variety?
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